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There is a free Demo of Dimension Pro that includes 20 presets, but you only have access to those presets in the demo. You can load more if you purchase the expansion pack. For a limited time, you can receive the Expansion Pack for free. The Expansion Pack includes Dimension Pro 10 and Dimension
Pro 15 presets (29 presets in total). Buy the Expansion Pack now and receive a sweet coupon for 12 months of Dimension Pro 10 or Dimension Pro 15 at 30% off the regular price! Cakewalk has finally come out with a new version of Dimension Pro that has a full 64-bit version. So if you had Dimension Pro
10 or Dimension Pro 15, and upgrade to Dimension Pro 16, you will no longer have to convert it to a 64-bit version. Cakewalk Dimension is one of the most loved and imitated guitar and bass synths by both pros and beginners. Now, in the most amazing news for you, Cakewalk has just released version
15 of its ‘Dimension’ instrument. Dimension Pro version 15 continues in the tradition of its previous versions. The new Dimension is a superb instrument that is both powerful and easy to use, whether you’re an experienced sound designer or a beginner looking to explore the creative potential of the
program. The vast library and intuitive integration of numerous third-party plug-ins (see below) make Dimension Pro a mainstay in modern studio production. Dimension Pro is a professional-grade synthesizer. Its intuitive, 1 x 1” graphical interface allows you to create and manipulate sound with few
mouse clicks. The sound engine is based on a new 64-bit engine, built from the ground up to provide you with the most precise sound possible. It has lots of interfaces including a flexible Midi-controller with 128+ MIDI channels and multisample, a powerful polyphonic synth engine, a powerful arpeggiator
with limitless playback, and the best instrument list library with instruments from around the world. Dimension Pro makes it easy to edit a tune or patch with many of its many features: a mix knob, a digital oscilloscope, a wah effect, a multisample, a master record function, and more.
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About Cakewalk Cakewalk was founded in 1981, when three computer music visionaries decided to start a software company aimed at helping musicians and sound engineers achieve more with their computers. The founders--Scott Mehl, Tony Armond, and Russell Walks--brought an uncommon business
sense and artistic vision to the task, and from these roots, Cakewalk has evolved into the industry-standard music production software bundle for today's computerized studios. Cakewalk is the leader in helping musicians of all levels express their creativity, define their styles, and share their music. From

their studio software for creating, recording, mixing and mastering your music to their educational products for learning music and the essentials of music production, Cakewalk helps musicians around the world learn to make music in any genre and bring their vision to life. The Cakewalk family of
products includes Reason, Elements, Cakewalk Sonar, Cakewalk Unison, Cakewalk SONAR and Cakewalk Pro Tools. One of the many powerful instruments included in SONAR Platinum, Dimension Pro is the critically acclaimed synthesizer that combines real instruments with advanced synthesis giving you
endless sound possibilities. The immense sound library DVD included with Dimension Pro makes it the ideal go-to instrument for musicians, while its deep editing and sound design capabilities have a natural appeal to sound designers. Dimension Pro is the critically acclaimed synthesizer that combines
real instruments with advanced synthesis giving you endless sound possibilities. The immense sound library DVD included with Dimension Pro makes it the ideal go-to instrument for musicians, while its deep editing and sound design capabilities have a natural appeal to sound designers. 5ec8ef588b
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